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1Efficient Routing in Heterogeneous SoC
Designs with Small Implementation Overhead
Jose´ Cano, Jose´ Flich, Antoni Roca, Jose´ Duato, Marcello Coppola and Riccardo Locatelli
Abstract—In application-specific SoCs, the irregularity of the topology ends up in a complex and customized implementation
of the routing algorithm, usually relying on routing tables implemented with memory structures at source end nodes. As system
size increases, the routing tables also increase in size with non-negligible impact on power, area and latency overheads. In this
paper we present a routing implementation for application-specific SoCs able to implement in an efficient manner (with no routing
tables and using a small logic block in every switch) a deadlock-free routing algorithm in these irregular networks. The mechanism
relies on a tool that maps the initial irregular topology of the SoC system into a logical regular structure where the mechanism
can be applied. We provide details for both the mapping tool and the proposed routing mechanism. Evaluation results show the
effectiveness of the mapping tool as well as the low area and timing requirements of the mechanism. With the mapping tool and
the routing mechanism complex irregular SoC topologies can now be supported without the need of routing tables.
Index Terms—Systems-on-Chip, Networks-on-Chip, Routing, Evaluation.
F
1 INTRODUCTION
AS technology advances, systems-on-chip (SoC) de-signs become more complex with the inclusion
of many IP components. Tens (and in the near future
several hundreds) of elements need to be connected
within the same chip, thus requiring an efficient on-
chip interconnect. Usually, the system is designed
taking into account the future application that will
be running on the system, thus, the design is cus-
tomized and adapted to the application needs. Traffic
patterns are known in advance, and the interconnect
is customized. The net result of such design approach
is a network within the chip [1], [2] with no regular
shape and with varying switch complexities and link
bandwidths. Figure 1 shows a possible example where
IP blocks are connected by using an on-chip network
with 28 switches. The target utility of this example
(and similar ones) could be a high-end home mul-
timedia entertainment subsystem or an application
processor. As can be observed, the network topology
is totally irregular and heterogeneous.
Two key pillars of an interconnect are the topol-
ogy and the routing algorithm. The topology sets
the physical connection pattern between end nodes
and, as indicated previously, in application-specific
SoC systems is usually irregular and customized to
the application. However, there are other topologies
with regular patterns like 2D meshes, tori and fat
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Fig. 1. Example of a complex irregular topology for an
application-specific SoC system. P means producers
and C means consumers.
trees, mostly used in other environments like Chip
MultiProcessor (CMP) systems.
The routing algorithm, on the other hand, sets the
paths that messages need to take within the network.
One important issue in the routing algorithm is the
prevention of deadlock. A deadlock situation occurs
when messages in the network block cyclically forever
as they request resources already occupied by other
messages. Since message dropping (and later retrans-
mission) is not efficient in such systems, the routing
algorithm needs to be designed carefully in order to
prevent any potential deadlock situation.
Once the topology is set, then, the routing algo-
rithm needs to be applied and messages need to
be instructed about the paths to follow. In order to
implement the routing algorithm two trends can be
followed: source routing [3] and distributed routing
[3]. In source routing, the entire path of the message is
2encoded in the message header, and switches simply
read the header and take the corresponding output
port to forward the message. In this case, the sender
node has memory blocks (tables) to encode all the
possible paths for every destination node. Also, as
the system size increases, paths tend to increase and
the packet header increases, thus sometimes requiring
more network bandwidth. In distributed routing, the
message header includes the destination identifier and
switches are in charge of computing the appropriate
output port for the message. In this situation, the
length of the header is independent of the system size.
However, switches need to implement the routing
algorithm.
Today, few MPSoC systems are using regular
topologies (like picoArray technology [4], Tilera prod-
ucts [5] and AsAP [6]). In these cases, a simple,
yet powerful, routing algorithm (e.g. dimension-order
routing (DOR) [3]) can be implemented with mini-
mum cost (few gates) on every switch (distributed
routing). Simply, the coordinates of the destination
switch in the message are compared with the coor-
dinates of the current switch.
Contrary to this, the majority of application-specific
SoC systems in current products are using irregu-
lar topologies based on well-known on-chip tech-
nologies (examples are Spidergon STNoC [7], Arteris
NoC [8], Sonics MicroNetwork [9] and AMBA [10]).
Those irregular solutions are mainly based on source
routing and address decoding, and normally need
a complex implementation of the routing algorithm
(with routing tables using memory structures). In-
deed, the lack of regularity in the topology prevents
simplifications in the routing algorithm design. As
system size increases, the routing table increases in
size with non-negligible impact on power, area and
latency overheads (for a comparison between logic-
based routing and tables, refer to [11]). In addition,
in source-based routing as the system size increases
the header overhead is larger and in some cases the
limited amount of header information that can be
included prevents reaching all the nodes.1
In this paper we address the implementation of the
routing algorithm in application-specific SoC systems
where the topology is set by the application, thus be-
ing totally irregular. The aim is to design a mechanism
and an algorithm that enables the use of table-less
distributed routing on every switch with a constant
and reduced logic cost, regardless of system size.
The proposal builds from the LBDR (Logic-Based
Distributed Routing) mechanism [11], a previous pro-
posal suited for CMPs and high-end MPSoC systems
where initial regular 2D mesh topologies are used but
manufacturing defects end up inducing some irregu-
larities in the topology. LBDR is able to implement in
1. In the evaluation section we provide an analysis of reachability
of source-based routing.
an efficient manner (with no need of routing tables)
a routing algorithm in most of these topologies. In
this paper we extend the LBDR approach to cover
complex topologies derived from SoC designs, thus
enabling the use of the LBDR approach in application-
specific SoC systems. We also provide a tool able
to map the initial irregular topology into a logical
regular structure where the enhanced LBDR approach
can be used. By doing this, the routing algorithm can
be efficiently implemented in the SoC design with no
need of routing tables and with no topology change.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section
2 shows the related work with some routing solu-
tions for irregular topologies. In Section 3 we first
describe the concrete contribution of the paper in a
preliminary subsection, in order to clarify and focus
the description of the mechanism and the mapping
tool. Then, we describe the LBDRx mechanism to
cover practical topologies from SoC designs. Section
4 describes the mapping tool. Finally, in Section 5 we
provide evaluation results and conclude the paper in
Section 6.
2 RELATED WORK
There are considerable previous works addressing
routing algorithms for irregular NoCs, which can be
separated into table-based and logic-based.
In [12], a deadlock-free and highly adaptive rout-
ing solution for irregular 2D mesh-based NoCs is
proposed. This solution is table-based and uses well-
known principles from parallel computer architecture.
However, it does not achieve 100% coverage for fully
irregular topologies.
A technique based on applying a fixed routing
function combined with minimal deviation tables, is
described in [13]. The objective is to reduce the size
of routing tables either at end-nodes or at routers.
Using this methodology, three hardware efficient rout-
ing methods for irregular mesh topology NoCs are
compared. For each method, path selection algorithms
minimize the overall cost. However, deadlock free-
dom is not assured unless virtual channels are used.
In [14], authors propose a synthesis approach that,
depending on the degree of routing flexibility, can
significantly reduce the area cost of fully repro-
grammable routing tables by adopting partially repro-
grammable routing logic. This solution implements
configurable routing, which allows bypassing faulty
nodes or links without impacting the consistency of
traffic flows.
An adaptive and stochastic routing algorithm is
proposed in [15]. The algorithm supports function
oriented routing and provides strong fault-tolerance
to permanent errors. Each router learns the network
status from acknowledgement flits and stores the
outcomes in a routing table, thus, suffering the same
scalability problems and routing costs related to rout-
ing tables.
3FDOR [16] is a flexible routing algorithm based on
dimension ordered routing, which supports a large
variety of irregular mesh topologies and is based on
the idea of dividing an irregular mesh topology into
regular sub-meshes, a core mesh and one or more
flask meshes. FDOR provides a cheap and efficient
routing solution but it does not offer full coverage.
More recently, the application-specific cycle elim-
ination and splitting (ACES) method [17] has been
proposed as a scalable technique to provide deadlock-
free routing in irregular NoCs. ACES uses virtual
channels and has been implemented using routing ta-
bles, trying to find an optimal trade-off point between
power and performance.
The uLBDR approach [18] is proposed as an effi-
cient logic-based mechanism which offers 100% cov-
erage to faulty 2D-meshes, being an alternative to the
use of routing tables. To sum up, it achieves a good
trade-off between coverage of irregular 2D mesh-
derived topologies and performance of applications.
Finally, in [19], authors introduce a hybrid scheme
multiphase routing algorithm for irregular 2D meshes
which integrate oversized rectangle cells. The idea of
this work is borrowed from fault tolerant networks,
where the network topology can be rendered irregular
due to faulty regions.
As a summary, none of the previous solutions allow
distributed routing implementation in fully irregular
NoCs topologies with no routing tables and minimum
logic. In general, in application-specific designs, the
topology is set without accounting for the routing
algorithm. Once set, routing paths are searched and
their implementation is assumed to be with routing
tables, due to the excessive irregularity required by
the application. The LBDRx approach, removes tables
in such environment by minimizing and condensing
all the routing information in a small and bounded
set of bits that are finally hardwired.
3 LBDRX DESCRIPTION
The description of the proposed LBDRx mechanism
will be presented as an evolution from the basic LBDR
mechanism previously proposed (with low coverage
for complex irregular topologies) to the most en-
hanced version (with full coverage to all the complex
topologies analyzed).
3.1 Preliminary: Basic Idea
Prior to describing the mechanism and the mapping
tool, we need, however, to briefly describe the un-
derlying basic idea. In regular networks, e.g. a 2D
mesh network, the regular connectivity pattern is
useful when designing the routing algorithm. Indeed,
with the Dimension-Order routing (DOR), the imple-
mentation is quite straightforward as messages are
forwarded with minimal paths first in the X direction
and then in the Y direction. Thus, there is no need
for a routing table, only a set of gates is enough.
This renders to an efficient implementation in terms
of area, power, and delay.
If we consider small irregularities on 2D mesh net-
works, for instance due to manufacturing defects, then
the inherent irregularity complicates the routing im-
plementation. For instance, DOR is no longer valid as
some paths are not possible now. However, other rout-
ing algorithms are still suitable for such topologies,
for instance, topology-agnostic routing algorithms like
up*/down* [20]. Their implementation is usually per-
formed with routing tables. Efforts to provide efficient
implementations of such algorithms in those irregular
topologies have been performed in the recent years.
One important method is LBDR, which condenses
all the routing information required on every switch
on a small set of bits, thus reducing significantly
implementation costs. LBDR still relies on the fact
that the topology is a 2D mesh network but with
some missing links. Adding some bits enables LBDR
to successfully deal with the irregularity induced by
missing links. However, LBDR still relies on the fact
that every switch has at most four links connecting
neighboring switches (at North, East, West, or South
directions).
LBDR uses, as DOR does, the coordinates of the
destination switch in the message and the coordinates
of the current switch, to compute the appropriate set
of output ports. Thus, LBDR still benefits from the
original 2D mesh layout.
In this paper, what we propose is the extension and
applicability of the LBDR concept to truly application-
specific and irregular networks (as an example see
Figure 1). The approach we follow is, first, to map the
irregular topology into a 2D grid (notice, however, we
do not change the initial topology) providing coordi-
nates to every switch in the grid. Once the topology is
mapped, and based on the coordinates of the destina-
tion switch and the current switch, the derived LBDR
logic will decide the output port that needs to be
used to forward the packet towards its destination. In
order to correctly map the topology into a 2D grid we
have developed a mapping algorithm that will search
the space of combinations and will deliver the most
suitable ones, always guaranteeing deadlock freedom
and connectivity.
Due to the mapping performed, and because of
the high irregularity we will find, some switches will
require a varying number of ports to connect to other
switches, and in that situation some links will connect
switches not placed closely in the 2D grid. This kind
of connectivity has not been provided by the original
LBDR mechanism, and thus, requires modifications.
In this paper, we further extend LBDR for supporting
this kind of mappings.
4Fig. 2. Mapping example for the initial topology.
3.2 LBDR Extension: LBDRx
We start the description with the mechanism required
at every switch to deal with the irregular topologies.
In order to be concise, we take as a reference the
mapping of the initial topology (shown in Figure 1)
that appears on Figure 2. This mapping is obtained
with the mapping tool that will be described in the
next section. The mapping is representative of all the
connectivity patterns between switches that we need
to address in this section.
As we can see in the figure, there are switches with
varying connectivity patterns with other switches. For
instance, switch 1, mapped at row 2 and column 2,
is connected to switches 4, 2, and 21 with different
link mapped lengths. 2 In particular, mapped length
of links are 2 hops for links connecting to switches 2
and 4, and 3 hops for the link connecting to switch 21.
In addition, links with the same number of mapped
hops have different orientations/directions, thus, be-
ing different. This is the case for link connecting to
switch 4 which is located one hop north and one hop
west from switch 1, and link connecting to switch 2
that is two hops north.
As previously described, LBDR relies on switches
with up to four ports, and each one connecting
switches in one direction in the 2D mesh plane (N,
E, W and S). Also, the maximum distance covered
with a link is 1 hop in the 2D grid. Thus, links with
higher mapping lengths are not supported, and thus,
the mapped topology is not supported by LBDR.
In order to overcome this limitation, the new mech-
anism, LBDRx, allows switches with up to 20 ports for
connecting to other switches (ports used to connect
end nodes are excluded). Also, any of these ports can
be configured as a 1-hop port, a 2-hop port, or a 3-
hop port. A X-hop port connects two switches that are
2. Notice that the link length is set in the original unmapped
topology (Figure 1) and the showed length in the mapped topology
(Figure 2) is the same, although in the grid is set by the number of
hops in each direction. We will refer to physical length for original
unmapped topologies, and to mapped lengths for link lengths in the
mapping layout.
Fig. 3. Possible port directions in LBDRx.
at mapping distance X. In order to uniformly refer
to X-hop ports, we define additional directions. In
particular, 20 different directions are supported for
the ports, and each of the 20 possible ports of the
switch can be configured to any of the 20 directions.
The supported directions are: the initial 1-hop four
directions (supported by LBDR): N, E, W, S; four 2-
hop straight directions NN (two hops along the north
direction), SS, EE, WW; four 2-hop diagonal directions
NE (one hop north and one hop east), NW, SE, SW;
and eight 3-hop directions: NNE, EEN, EES, SSE, SSW,
WWS, WWN, NNW. Figure 3 shows all the possible
port directions supported by LBDRx.
Notice that simplified versions of the mechanism
can be conceived by restricting the type of ports that
can be supported. For instance, the LDBR mechanism
is embedded in the proposed mechanism when only
1-hop ports are allowed. Another implementation is
allowing 1-hop and 2-hop ports only, thus obtaining
a LBDR2 mechanism. Therefore, the LBDRx proposal
can be seen as a method to further extend the connec-
tivity of switches when mapped on a 2D grid. As we
will see in the evaluation section, LBDR3 is enough
to map all the tested topologies, thus not requiring
a more complex implementation. Anyway, we will
show also results for the LBDR2 approach. It is worth
mentioning that although 20 ports are allowed on
every switch, not all of them need to be implemented.
Indeed, only a subset of ports will be implemented,
e.g. switch 1 at Figure 2 will be implemented with
only 3 output ports.
The logic required for LBDRx is shown in Figure
4. The mechanism relies on some configuration bits
grouped in two sets: routing bits and connectivity bits.
Routing bits indicate which routing options can be
taken, whereas connectivity bits indicate whether a
switch is connected with its neighbors. As an alterna-
tive view, the connectivity bits set the mapped topol-
ogy and the routing bits set the routing algorithm.
As we support 20-port switches, at maximum we will
have 20 connectivity bits per switch. We represent the
connectivity bit for a port X as Cx, where X can be
a possible direction of any mapped port (N, E, W,
S, NN, NE, ..., NNE, ...). Notice these bits will be
5Fig. 4. Logic of LBDRx
hardwired depending on the final topology and the
radix of each switch, thus not being implemented with
flip-flop registers.
The routing bits Rxy (where x and y can be n, e, w,
and s) indicate whether messages routed through the
x output port may take at the next switch the y port.
In other words, these bits indicate whether messages
are allowed to change direction at the next switch.
The value of these bits is computed in accordance to
the applied routing algorithm and to prevent dead-
lock while still guaranteeing connectivity. In order
to simplify the routing logic, however, not all the
possible routing bits are implemented. Indeed, no new
routing bits are used except those already defined
in LBDR: Rne, Rnw, Ren, Res, Rwn, Rws, Rse, Rsw.
Notice that routing bits are used only between 1-
hop links. By default, the LBDRx mechanism will
assume messages can take 2-hop and 3-hop links
without restriction along their path without risk of
inducing deadlock. The mapping strategy described
in Section 4 will guarantee in those cases the absence
of deadlocks. Although allowing more routing bits
would lead to greater flexibility, we noticed that they
are not needed in order to reach our objective (shown
in the evaluation section). This will also help to keep
a low implementation cost of the mechanism. Indeed,
the routing bits can be hardwired in the final imple-
mentation of the chip as well.
The routing logic of LBDRx (Figure 4) computes,
in first place, the relative position of the message’s
destination (left part of the figure). For this, the
coordinates of the current switch (Xcurr and Ycurr)
are compared with the coordinates of the message’s
destination (Xdst and Ydst) located in the message
header. At the output of this logic, one or more
signals associated with the X and Y coordinates may
be active simultaneously. For instance, if the packet’s
destination is in the NW quadrant then N’ and W’
signals are active at the same time. Signals NN, SS,
EE and WW indicate whether the destination is at
least 2 hops away in the given direction. Similarly,
the signals of 1 hop are computed.
Notice that in some situations, signals in the same
direction will be active at the same time, for instance
signals NN’ and N’. These cases are filtered in the
second part of the logic. Higher priority will be given
to larger hop ports. We refer to the signals produced
by the comparators as intended direction signals. Note
also that packets forwarded to the local port are
excluded from the routing logic.
Once the direction signals are computed, the logic
is divided into three parts in order to address the
different type of output ports (1-hop, 2-hop, and 3-hop
ports). Figure 4 shows the details, where the right part
shows the details of each of the three blocks. Notice
that 3-hop ports have the highest priority followed by
2-hop ports. This means that if a 3-hop output port is
eligible for routing a message then, ports with lower
mapping length will not be considered. To implement
this priority scheme, two control signals (2hop and
3hop signals) are used. Besides this, the logic to com-
pute 2-hop and 3-hop ports is quite straightforward.
Indeed, a port X is eligible if the port exists in the
switch (Cx bit is set), and the message’s destination
is in the same direction of the output port (direction
signals). As an example, output port NNE is eligible
for routing if the message’s destination is in the NNE
direction (both direction signals NN’ and E’ are set).
The logic for 1-hop ports is, however, slightly more
complex. It also deals with the routing bits. In this
case, the logic is implemented with four inverters,
four AND gates and one OR gate (right part of
the figure). The logic filters out the routing options
that could lead to deadlock situations (by using the
routing bits). Figure 4 shows the logic for the North 1-
hop output port. Notice that excepting for the priority
signals, the logic for the 1-hop output ports is the
same used in LBDR.
6Fig. 5. (a) Logic for non-minimal path support (deroutes) in LBDRx. (b) LBDRx configuration bits (with deroutes)
for the mapping shown in Figure 2. Routing bits are set to 1 when no restriction is applied; connectivity bits are
set to 1 when the switch is connected to another. Deroute bits are represented with the input port (in column)
and the deroute option for that input port (out column). ”A” means the input port is the local one.
3.3 Support for Non-minimal Mapped Paths
The previous logic guarantees minimal path routing
in the mapped topology. As each output port is used
when the destination is located in the same direc-
tion of the output port, then every hop performed
guarantees the message will get closer to its desti-
nation. Indeed, this fact renders with a very simple
implementation of the routing algorithm (as seen in
Figure 4). However, there are mapping cases that can
not be solved with only minimal path support. As an
example, in the mapped topology shown in Figure 2
a message going from switch 11 (mapped in row 4
and column 3) requires a mapped non-minimal path
to reach switch 21, as it needs to be forwarded N
and then WWS.3 This fact simply renders the mapped
topology as unsupported by LBDRx (Figure 4) as it is
now.
One possible solution is to discard the mapped
topology and obtain one that guarantees all the paths
will follow minimal paths. Indeed, this is one of the
targets of the mapping tool shown later in the paper.
However, in some complex topologies, this kind of
mappings will simply not exist. To solve this problem
in a smooth way, and allowing much more flexibility
to the mechanism, we introduce a small additional
logic on every input port to allow such non-minimal
path support. Going back to the non-minimal path
example in Figure 2, if at switch 11 we force the
message to go north, then the message will be able
to reach its final destination and the mapping will be
valid.
Figure 5 (a) shows the logic for the non-minimal
path support we propose. The logic is derived from
[18]. In particular, the logic forces messages to take
a non-minimal port whenever the LBDRx logic fails
in routing the message. For the example provided, at
switch 11 none of the output ports will be eligible
3. Notice, however, the path in the original unmapped topology
is minimal and the same.
by LBDRx. Thus, in this case, the logic will take
the configured non-minimal port (port N). The logic
requires a 5-bit configuration register per input port
(to select an output port out of maximum 20 ports).
The logic uses a demultiplexer to decode the output
port. Notice that deroutes are taken only if the LBDRx
logic does not provide a valid output port.
As an overall example, in Figure 2 we can observe
how a message being forwarded from switch 3 to
switch 27 is using the configuration bits shown in
Figure 5 (b). At switch 3, the message could take port
SSW, or port SS. However, the 3-hop port (SSW) filters
out the 2-hop port (SS). The message, then, moves
to switch 1 and from that switch takes output port
SSW again. Finally, at switch 21 the port W is selected.
This example is straightforward, and as can be easily
deduced the way the topology is mapped onto a 2D
grid will influence on the applicability of the LBDRx
mechanism.
Furthermore, in Figure 2 two different deroute op-
tions are required for two different input ports at
router 11 (see Figure 5 (b)). If going W, and the
message comes from input port S, then a deroute is
set to E. On the other hand, if the message is coming
from SW, and the intention is to go SSW, then a
deroute is set to S. It is worth mentioning that deroute
options need to be computed in accordance to the
routing algorithm, as they must not introduce cycles
that could lead to deadlocks.
As a final remark for the LBDRx routing mecha-
nism, its success depends strongly on the mapping
performed for the topology. Indeed, there are map-
pings that allow all the links to conform to the LB-
DRx link structure (1-hop, 2-hop, 3-hop links) and
there are mappings that have larger links. Also, there
are mappings that introduce deadlocks in the rout-
ing algorithms or even prevent the connectivity be-
tween particular source-destination flows. Therefore,
the mapping tool, described in the next section, is a
key element to guarantee applicability of LBDRx.
7Fig. 6. Mapping tool.
4 MAPPING TOOL
In this section we describe the mapping tool required
by the LBDRx mechanism. The mapping tool can be
adapted to different versions of LBDRx routing, e.g.
with 3-hop links, 2-hop links, and with/without non-
minimal path support. It takes as an input the physical
topology and the type of LBDRx support and outputs
several possible solutions, each of them able to be
used with the target LBDRx version. Indeed, the tool
provides for any possible solution the set of config-
uration bits together with the mapping coordinates
of every switch into a 2D grid (Figure 6). It is worth
highlighting that the mapping tool does not physically
change the topology, indeed it only logically maps
the topology onto a 2D grid. Figure 6 also shows the
different stages of the mapping tool. For the sake of
understanding, in the next subsections we describe
the details of each stage along with an example.
4.1 Compute Mapping of Switches
The first stage provides an initial mapping of the
switches into a 2D grid. Some basic assumptions are
considered:
1) Only switches and links between switches are
considered for the mapping, thus not consider-
ing end nodes.
2) The mapping grid (the diameter of the 2D mesh)
will be minimized and made as square as pos-
sible (differences between diameters of each di-
mension will be minimized).
3) Every possible mapping onto the 2D mesh is
explored, and the best solutions are extracted
and further analyzed (in the following stages).
The last assumption may lead to a large number
of mapping combinations, and most of them will
result in mappings not supported by LBDRx. As
an example, Figure 7 shows two possible mappings
corresponding to the example topology provided in
Figure 6. At first sight, we cannot deduce which
Fig. 7. Example of two initial mappings.
Fig. 8. Example of (a) connectivity pattern applied to
two different mappings, and (b) mapped topology with
the routing algorithm applied.
ones can be supported. For this, we need to compute
directions and link connectivity (connection pattern).
4.2 Compute the Connection Pattern
For each mapping in the previous step, the connection
pattern needs to be performed. The connection pattern
considers only links connecting switches (switch-to-
switch links) and the direction of each link (unidi-
rectional links are considered). Several restrictions are
enforced in this step (considering LBDR2 support):
1) Any switch has at maximum 12 outgoing ports
and 12 incoming ports, possibly having less
number of ports, and not necessarily the same
number of input and output ports.
2) In every switch one possible direction out of 12
can be taken, in the 2D mesh mapping, through
a single output port. The directions are the ones
supported by LBDR2 (1-hop and 2-hop links
depicted in Figure 3).
Taking into account the previous restrictions, some
mappings will become not valid, e.g. those with link
lengths longer than the targeted LBDRx version or
those that lead to unconnected networks. In any case,
those mappings are excluded.
Figure 8(a) shows the connectivity pattern for the
previous two mapping cases. As can be seen, the
second mapping case is not compatible with LBDR2
since it contains a 3-hop link. Furthermore, we can
observe how this mapping ends up in an unconnected
network (once the routing algorithm is applied). The
issue comes from the fact that switch 1 cannot be
reached from switch 3 with the LBDR2 logic. From
the point of view of switch 3, switch 1 is at the
North-East quadrant but there is no North-East link
nor any combination of 1-hop links (with North and
East directions) leading to the destination, instead,
the North-East-East exists. The first mapping case
does not suffer from that problem, and thus, that
case is compatible with LBDR2. Mappings leading to
unconnected networks are filtered out at this stage.
Notice however, that if we use LBDR3 or deroutes
are allowed, both mappings are, then, supported.
84.3 Compute a Proper Routing Algorithm
Once we have obtained a correct mapping we need to
check whether the mapped topology contains cycles
or not. In that case, in order to avoid cycles, it will
be necessary to apply a routing algorithm. In the first
mapping in Figure 8(a), a cycle can be formed between
switches 0, 3, and 2 in the counter clockwise direction.
Applying a routing algorithm on top of the topology
will remove such cycle.
In our case, the routing algorithm used is the
Segment-based Routing (SR) [21], a technique that
divides the network into segments and puts a rout-
ing restriction in each segment. A routing restriction
is placed between two consecutive links and pre-
vents any message from using both links sequentially.
Drawing routing restrictions is a way of representing
a routing algorithm since restrictions establish the
allowed paths, those not crossing routing restrictions.
In order to compute the routing restrictions, only
1-hop links in the mapped topology are assumed.
As commented above, this assumption simplifies the
LBDRx logic and still allows to reach our objective of
avoiding cycles. Figure 8(b) shows the valid mapped
topology in Figure 8(a) with the unidirectional routing
restriction applied only at switch 2. Notice that no
cycles exist without crossing the routing restriction.
LBDR2 computes the routing bits from the routing
restrictions defined by the routing algorithm.
4.4 Check Deadlock-Freedom and Connectivity
The last step of the mapping tool is to verify that the
mapping is deadlock-free and guarantees the connec-
tivity of the initial topology. The routing algorithm ap-
plied in the previous step ensured deadlock-freedom.
However, when applying the routing algorithm and
when not using deroutes, some pair of end nodes may
be unconnected. Since LBDRx without deroutes relies
exclusively on minimal paths (those always getting
closer to its destination), a routing restriction may lead
to a path being routed non-minimally, which needs
the use of deroutes to be supported. At this stage,
the tool iterates on all the communicating flows of
the application (a flow is defined as the path from
a producer to a consumer). For each flow, the tool
searches a valid LBDRx path using the connectivity
and routing bits set by the mapped topology. If for
a flow, there is no connectivity, then the mapping is
not valid and we will need either to search a new
mapping or use deroutes.
Figure 9 represents the algorithm that checks
deadlock-freedom property, which searches for cycles
within the network. To do this, at the beginning all
the input ports of switches are set with the visited
flag reset. Then, for each possible input port cycles are
searched by calling the function fnCheckDeadlockFree,
which returns whether a cycle is found or not. If a
cycle is found then the algorithm returns False. On
Fig. 9. Deadlock freedom flowchart.
the other hand, if no cycles are found for all the input
ports of switches the algorithm returns True.
The function fnCheckDeadlockFree searches all the
possible paths allowed by the computed routing and
connectivity bits. The allowed paths are encoded in a
matrix that sets whether at a given switch and input
port, the output port can be used. If so, the function
recursively advances through that port. Then, all the
possible output ports at the current switch are ex-
plored. If the output port can be used, then the next
switch is computed, the associated input port at the
next switch is computed, and the recursive function
is called again. After the checking of the output ports,
the input port is labeled as not visited (since the
recursive function is backtracking).
Now we describe how deroutes are computed by
the mapping tool. Initially, the set of routing and
connectivity bits are computed. This is done by taking
into account the mapped topology and the routing
algorithm. Once LBDRx bits are computed, the der-
oute options are searched. To do this, an algorithm
looks for a valid path for every producer-consumer
pair (Figure 10 represents this algorithm). Note that
the algorithm is computed offline before any normal
operation of the chip, thus computation complexity
is not a major issue. In Figure 10, we first check
connectivity for each producer-consumer pair. For
this, a function receives as a parameter the source
switch, the final switch, and the input port at the
source switch (the local port in this case). If for a
particular flow there is no connectivity, then FALSE
is returned and the mapping is not valid.
For each flow, all the possible paths granted by
LBDRx are searched. The function for checking con-
nectivity is recursive and finishes once the final switch
is reached, or when no valid deroute option can be
used. In this function, all the ports delivered by the
LBDRx mechanism (including the possible deroutes
already set) are retrieved. If valid output ports are
provided, then the function is recursively called for
every possible output port (notice LBDRx may grant
9Fig. 10. Deroutes computation flowchart.
several output ports of the same mapped length).
Notice that the destination should be reached through
all the possible output ports provided by LBDRx. If,
on the other hand, LBDRx fails to provide a valid
output port, then all the possible deroute options are
searched. For each possible deroute set, connectivity
is checked. On success the deroute is left. On fail, the
deroute is removed and another deroute is tested. If
all the deroutes fail then the mapping can not provide
connectivity and the function fails.
On success of a mapping topology, the final output
is the mapping of each switch into the 2D grid and
the configuration (connectivity, routing, and deroute)
bits. Notice that many mapping solutions exists and
the mapping tool succeeds if at least one mapping
solution is obtained. Also, if no mapping solution
exists for a grid size, the mapping tool extends the
grid by one row and/or column thus having much
larger flexibility. However, this will incur in larger
register files at switches to store the relative position
of the switch in the grid. As an example, Figure 2
shows a successful deadlock-free mapping for the ini-
tial topology depicted in Figure 1 where connectivity
between switches is assured (due to its complexity,
the version used in order to obtain that mapping was
LBDR3 with deroutes).
5 PERFORMANCE EVALUATION
In this section, we provide a comprehensive evalua-
tion of the LBDRx mechanism organized into three
parts. In the first one, we analyze the mapping tool,
showing the results of applying it to different sets of
topologies with increasing complexity. Moreover, dif-
ferent mappings of the same topology are evaluated
in terms of performance to check possible deviations
between them (note however, the tool is focused in
providing connectivity and routing implementation,
instead of high performance). In the second part, our
attention is focused on the switch implementation,
describing its design and analyzing the implications
of the LBDRx mechanism. An analysis of how the
switch design evolves in latency and area for different
switch radices is also provided. Finally, the third part
analyzes the reachability of the source-based routing
approach in comparison with the LBDRx mechanism.
5.1 Mapping Tool
5.1.1 Topologies Analysis
In order to thoroughly test the ability of the mapping
tool, we have performed several groups of experi-
ments using different sets of sample topologies with
increasing complexity in each group. These sets of
topologies have been generated randomly, deriving
their complexity according to three input parameters:
i) the number of switches, ii) the number of links, and
iii) the number of Producers and Consumers. Table 1
shows the results.
Grid size Correct Deroutes Time
Type 1 3x3 >10.000 not needed <1 min
Type 2 4x4 >10.000 not needed 3-5 min
Type 3 5x5 >100.000 not needed 10-15 min
Type 4 5x6 >100.000 not needed 30-45 min
Type 5 5x7 >100.000 10-15 1-2 hours
Type 6 6x6 >1.000.000 15-18 2-3 hours
Type 7 7x7 >1.000.000 18-23 3-5 hours
Figure 1 5x7 578.952 10-15 2 hours
TABLE 1
Topology mappings.
The main purpose was to compute the number of
correct mappings generated for every analyzed topol-
ogy and the time required to complete the procedure.
In each case, the table shows: i) the minimum grid
size needed to map the topology (3x3, 4x4, 5x5, ...,
7x7), ii) the number of correct mappings obtained
and, iii) the average number of deroutes used (per
mapping), if necessary. Note that correct mappings
will be those which met the restrictions imposed by
the LBDRx version applied in each case. In the last
column, the computation time to complete the entire
process is shown. This time depends mainly on the
complexity of each topology, and for these examples
ranges from some minutes to several hours. The last
row represents the topology shown in Figure 1.
Note that with the proposed mechanism, using 20
port directions and deroutes, we were able to map
all the tested topologies (with a maximum grid size
up to 7x7), thus not requiring a more complex im-
plementation. Analyzing larger grid sizes remains, if
any, for future work. Notice that the mapping capa-
bility strongly depends on the topology complexity
(referred previously) and the LBDRx used. As an
example, if we consider a set of topologies with the
same number of nodes and LBDRx, each of them may
require different grid sizes to be mapped depending
on its complexity. Furthermore, topologies containing
few links will generate less number of valid mappings
than topologies containing a great number of links
(because the number of valid combinations of nodes
and links is smaller).
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Fig. 11. Simulation of different mappings for the initial topology.
5.1.2 Mappings Analysis
The objective now is to analyze whether different
mappings of the same topology can derive in differ-
ent performance numbers, that is, to study if there
can exist variability. The graphs shown in Figure
11 compare different mappings for the topology of
Figure 1 (for the sake of clarity and understanding,
only five different mappings are represented in each
graph). The mappings have been evaluated into the
gNoCSim simulator (an in-house cycle-accurate flit-
level simulator). The left graph compares the traffic
generated (in flits per cycle per nic) against the traffic
actually received, while the right graph compares
the traffic generated (again in flits per cycle per nic)
against the average network flit latency.
As we observe, there exist differences for the differ-
ent mappings in both graphs. It is important to note
that although performance is limited by the irregular-
ity of the network (topology) and not by the mapping,
however, different mappings for the same irregular
topology (different locations of the nodes in the 2D
grid) can in fact use different LBDRx-based paths for
the same Producer-Consumer pairs, thus producing
different performance values. In addition, differences
can increase with larger topologies because the num-
ber and length of the possible LBDRx paths between
Producers and Consumers also increase.
Finally, note that having different mappings of the
same topology can be useful for selecting different
paths between a set of alternatives. That is, depending
on the nodes location in the 2D grid and the version of
LBDRx used, some routes could have preference over
others. Therefore, selecting different mappings could
be possible to give preference to some routes without
using any additional logic or mechanism.
5.2 Switch Implementation
In this section we describe a switch design incorpo-
rating the LBDRx mechanism. We also analyze the
area and latency of the switch under different port
configurations and LBDRx versions. The goal is to
evaluate the efficiency of the implementation and the
comparison with table-based approaches.
N - 1 N - 1 N - 1
DATA_IN_N-1
S&G_OUT_N-1
DATA_OUT_N-1
S&G_IN_N-1
DATA_OUT_0
S&G_IN_0
DATA_IN_0
DATA_0
S&G_OUT_0
DATA_N-1
S&G_N-1
S&G_0
Fig. 12. Switch Design.
5.2.1 Switch Design
Figure 12 shows the main components of the used
switch. The switch is a pipelined wormhole switch
with four stages: input buffer (IB), routing computa-
tion (RT), switch allocator (SA), and switch traversal
or crossbar (XB). Link width and flit size are set to
four bytes. The input buffers can store four flits. A
Stop&Go flow control protocol has been deployed in
order to control the advance of flits between adjacent
switches. Additionally, the routing (RT) stage has been
implemented to support the LBDRx mechanism. In
addition, there is an RT module for each input port
and an SA module for each output port. The SA
module determines when and which input port is
connected to its requested output port. Finally, each
SA module has been designed using a round-robin
arbiter according to [22].
The switch has been implemented using the 45nm
technology open source Nangate [23] with Synopsys
DC. We have used M1-M3 metallization layers to
perform the Place&Route with Cadence Encounter.
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Fig. 13. Area-Delay results for the RT module with dif-
ferent routing mechanisms. 5-port switch design used.
5.2.2 Router Overhead
The goodness of the LBDRx algorithm must be per-
formed in terms of performance but in terms of
resources used. In this section we compute the area
and delay of the different versions of LBDRx that
have been implemented in the switch and synthesized
with the 45nm Nangate opensource library. Also, the
LBDRx mechanism is compared with a distributed
routing approach using tables (which presents iden-
tical results as a source-based routing algorithm). In
this case, each routing module has been designed with
tables of 32, and 64 entries of size 24 bits4. Two kind of
tables have been implemented. First, tables built with
registers using the same design methodology than
before. Secondly, an ideal ROM memory has been
built by using Virtuoso Analog Design Environment
by Cadence. Note that, a ROM is the simplest cell-
based memory that does not admit reconfiguration,
and hence, it is less flexible than LBDR. On the other
hand, a ROM defines the minimum boundary in terms
of area and delay when compared to other kind of
cell-based memory designs.
Figure 13 shows the area and delay of the RT mod-
ule of the switch. LBDR, LBDR2, and LBDR3 represent
the mechanism with support for 1-hop, 2-hop, and 3-
hop mapped links, respectively. Also, the plots with dr
label represent the cases where also deroutes are used.
A 5-port switch is assumed. In terms of delay (a power
comparison is available in [24]) we can see LBDR3
with deroutes shows similar delay as ROM memories
and register with 32 entries. However, ROMs have
no flexibility at all and registers do not scale in area
and delay. It can be seen that area is much larger for
registers with 32 entries, doubling for registers with
64 entries. Thus, scalability is compromised.
Notice that the configuration bits of LBDRx (rout-
ing, connectivity, and deroute) can be hardwired once
the mapping is fixed. This means an extra saving in
area and even in latency. Figure 14 shows the area
4. 24 bits allows to code 8 hops in switches of 5 input ports.
Fig. 14. Area-Delay results for the different switch
stages. 5-port switch design and LBDR3dr used.
Fig. 15. Area-Delay results for the RT module with
different number of I/O port switches. LBDR3dr used.
and delay for each switch stage in a 5-port switch and
using the LBDR3dr solution. Results are shown for a
single instance of each component. As can be seen, in
both cases the values of the RT stage are smaller than
the other stages. This means, the RT stage has room
for the LBDR3dr solution without compromising the
router frequency (set by the slowest stage). Also,
we can see (by comparing with the previous figure)
hardwiring the bits leads to a large saving in area
(from around 700 µm2 down to 80 µm2).
In the previous analysis, we assumed a 5-port
switch design. However, in a SoC design different
switch radices are used. There is a need, then, to
explore the scalability of the mechanism with the
number of switch ports. In order to reduce the latency
impact of higher-radix switches, the slower switch
stages (SA and XB) can be decoupled (as in [25], [26]).
Basically, in a switch with Ni×No input/output ports,
the XB and SA stages are designed as the sum of No
independent modules of size Ni × 1 instead of the
conventional design where each task is centralized in
a single module of size Ni ×No.
Assuming this optimization, Figure 15 shows the
area and delay for the RT module in different switch
configurations by varying the number of ports. As can
seen, both area and delay grow with the increasing
number of switch ports. This is due to the added
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logic for each output port (the set of logic gates and
the priority mechanisms between ports of different
number of mapped hops). However, the increment
of area is always much lower than the solution with
routing tables. Indeed, for a 20-port switch, the RT
module is implemented in less than 300 µm2. Latency
is also bounded to 8-port switches below 400 ps, and
increases up to 550 ps for a 20-port switch.
5.3 Source Routing vs LBDRx
Finally, we provide a theoretical study that compares
source-based routing with LBDRx. This analysis is
made taking into account the number of routing bits
used at the message header, which in some SoC
systems can be bounded. The aim is to check which
is the maximum number of hops that messages can
make into the network by varying the number of
routing bits allowed at the message header for such
purposes. Based on the information provided by the
ST Spidergon network [7], in all the examples ana-
lyzed we have set the maximum number of routing
bits at the message header to 12.
In source-based routing, message headers are orga-
nized into groups of bits, and each group is used in
a different switch. The number of groups represents
the number of hops a message can make within the
network. Therefore, the maximum number of hops a
message can reach depends on: a) the number of total
routing bits allowed in the message header and b) the
number of bits needed at every visited switch. The
latter depends on the number of output ports of the
switch. These bits will be used to select one port in
every switch. As an example, if the number of total
routing bits is 6 and we have 8-ports switches, the
message header is organized in 2 groups of 3 bits (we
need 3 bits to address 8 ports).
In LBDRx, message headers are organized into 2
groups of bits. The first group represents the des-
tination switch in the mapping used. The second
group represents the selected consumer in the desti-
nation switch (each switch may be connected to other
switches, to producers or to consumers). The number
of bits needed to select the final port at the destination
switch (connecting the destination consumer) is set by
the switch having the largest number of consumers.
As an example, if the number of total routing bits is 6
and we have up to 8-consumers per switch, the packet
header will be organized with 3 bits to select the
consumer and 3 bits to select the destination switch. If
we have 3 bits to select the destination switch, the size
of the 2D mesh is 2X4 (8 switches), and the maximum
number of hops will be 5.
To analyze reachability of source-based routing (SR)
and LBDRx when using a limited number of bits at
the header, we have evaluated the following cases:
• SR 8bp: 8 bidirectional port switches (8in/8out)
• SR 4bp: 4 bidirectional port switches (4in/4out)
Fig. 16. Reachability comparison between source
routing and LBDRx.
• SR 8up: 8 unidirectional port switches (4in/4out)
• SR 4up: 4 unidirectional port switches (2in/2out)
• LBDRx 4c: 4 consumers per switch at maximum
• LBDRx 8c: 8 consumers per switch at maximum
Figure 16 shows the number of hops for the pre-
vious cases. For each case, we observe how the
maximum number of hops that can be reached in
the network depends on the number of routing bits
available. As an example, if we consider SR 8bp with
3 routing bits, the number of hops we can reach is
only 1, because we need the 3 bits to select one of
the 8 available ports on the switch. But if we consider
that the maximum number of routing bits is 12, we
can reach up to 4 hops, since it takes 3 bits for each
new switch reached.
The area between SR 8bp and SR 4bp represents
the range of hops we can reach considering a mix of
8- and 4-bidirectional port switches in the network.
Depending on the total number of available routing
bits, more or less hops can be achieved. The area
between SR 8up and SR 4up represents the same
but considering unidirectional ports. As we see, the
maximum number of hops that can be achieved with
12 routing bits considering source-based routing is 12.
In contrast, we see that with LBDRx (LBDRx 4c and
LBDRx 8c), the number of hops is much larger. For
example, with 12 routing bits we can reach 64 hops,
thus allowing for a larger system.
The conclusion in the comparison is clear. With LB-
DRx, the number of hops a packet may take is much
larger than when using source-based routing with a
bounded number of header bits. Although a relative
high number of hops can be reached with source-
based routing with 4-unidirectional port switches, this
corresponds to unrealistic switch designs (a switch
has only two output ports). More practical switches
(e.g. 8 bidirectional port switches) have a much lower
reachability when using source-based routing, less
than 10 hops in all the cases.
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6 CONCLUSION
In this paper, we have presented two major contri-
butions. In first place, LBDRx, a series of routing
mechanisms (with support to non-minimal paths) for
application-specific SoC systems where the topology
is totally irregular. The main goal of LBDRx is to
enable the use of table-less distributed routing on
every switch with a constant and reduced logic cost,
regardless of system size. LBDRx builds from the
Logic-Based Distributed Routing (LBDR) mechanism,
a previous proposal suited for CMPs and high-end
MPSoC systems. In second place, we presented a
mapping tool able to obtain different mappings of the
same irregular topology onto a 2D mesh. The tool is
key for the application of the LBDRx mechanism, so
we have included a detailed description of its most
important algorithms.
Finally, the evaluation results demonstrate the ap-
plicability of the mapping tool onto a wide set of
topologies. In all cases, a valid mapping was achieved,
thus routing tables were replaced by the LBDRx
mechanism. Implementation costs also showed the
benefits of such replacement. As future work we plan
to further explore the mapping tool focusing on per-
formance issues. As we have seen, different mappings
can end up in different performance numbers. Thus,
we plan to optimize the tool to provide the best
mapping for the target application.
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